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What I’m going to look at:


UK new nuclear build – where it stands



Radioactive waste issues
NFLA meeting with Irish Government
HMS Tireless leak
Cities for a Nuclear Free Europe
NFLA involvement at NPT PrepCom and Mayors for Peace
NFLA report on fuel poverty in Ireland and Britain
Conclusions








UK new build – where it stands





Hinkley Point planning approval given
Legal challenges – Greenpeace / An Taisce
GDA / EA approval given
Financing new build the key concern:
Strike price decision imminent
European approval – state aid?
Funding partner – China? UAE?
EDF’s reputation on the line
Pivotal for other new build developments

The nuclear waste dilemma










In March Cumbria said NO to GDF site selection
Copeland / Allerdale said YES
UK Government consulting on next step
Voluntarist approach for UK – no volunteers!
Sellafield highly criticised in NAO / PAC reports
Still considering plutonium options
What to do with new build waste?
Councils visit Sellafield / Cumbria – July 10/11

NFLA meeting with Irish Government










2nd meeting with Environment Ministry
Had robust discussion on Government’s Sellafield
report
Discussed Government view on UK new nuclear
RPII study important for its view
HMS Tireless leak – unaware of it
NFLA will continue to develop and improve dialogue
with Governments – North and South
More Irish Councils in NFLA more it can vocalise
concerns to Irish and UK Governments

HMS Tireless leak


Reactor leak following exercise off Scottish coast



Taken to Devonport for repairs
Irish Government NOT informed of this incident
Breach of Article 34 of Euratom Treaty?
Parliamentary questions asked in Westminster / Dail
FOI requests to ascertain extent of leak
NFLA report, further update shortly







Cities for a Nuclear Free Europe











Vienna City Council initiative
Austria like Ireland is legally ‘nuclear free’
2 key aims Nuclear free Europe in the medium term
Greater support for renewables & energy
efficiency
Over 40 major cities in initial network
including Munich, Cologne, Antwerp, Ghent,
Sarajevo, Zagreb, Bergen, Dublin and
Nicosia
Formal co-operation with NFLA, Japanese
Mayors Network, Mayors for Peace
Lobbying at EC & Euro Parliament level
A way Irish Councils can get involved at
European debate through NFLA

NFLA at NPT / M4P meetings









•

NFLA closely linked with Mayors for Peace
NPT PrepCom in Geneva
Lobbied UK, Irish and many other states
Presented views to the main conference
NPT PrepCom a worrying disappointment
5645 Mayors for Peace members
Mayors for Peace meeting agreed on:
- Formal national chapters (UK / Ireland)
- Small membership fee
- Improved Secretariat
Mayors for Peace Conference in Hiroshima

NFLA fuel poverty report












44% of N Irish households in fuel poverty

15% of Republic households
Outlines policy responses in all parts of
British and Irish Isles
Advocates more radical approach
Major benefits to energy efficiency
Encourages district heating schemes
Showcases SEAI Dundalk 2020 and new
schemes
A role Councils should be pro-active with,
particularly in austere times

Conclusions


UK new nuclear build at pivotal juncture

UK radioactive waste management policy also unclear
 UK and Irish energy policy heavily vulnerable to foreign utility
problems
 NFLA will continue to play important role representing local
government on nuclear / energy / proliferation policy
 Irish Councils need to prominently and publicly raise its concerns
NOW – NFLA is there for that
 Next 6 months is a critical time in this debate
 A better alternative exists – wide renewable mix, energy efficiency
and microgeneration / multilateral co-operation for disarmament


Thank you, I would be happy to
take any questions in the panel
discussion.

